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W

hen I find myself with free time, I enjoy hobbies like
reading, cooking, and DIY crafts. And when I’m not
actively paging through a book, sautéing on the stovetop, or having way too much fun with a glue gun,
I sometimes go online to YouTube and watch videos about these
hobbies and find inspiration.
My favorite cooking “channel” on YouTube is Bon Appétit, with a
video series called “Gourmet Makes.” Another one of my favorite
YouTube channels is The Sorry Girls, whose DIY videos show how
to upcycle thrift store finds and make clever décor from affordable
items. In a recent episode, Kelsey and Becky – the “stars” of the
channel – and a friend played “DIY tag.”
In this game of tag, the ladies go out and purchase all the
materials for a crafty garden project together. Back in their studio,
they tag-team the actual construction of the project. In essence,
Kelsey, Becky, and their friend take turns working on the project
in 5-minute increments without help from the others. When their
5 minutes are up, the person working drops their tools and walks
away. The person taking their place attempts to pick up where they
left off, with no explanation or direction. By the end of the episode,
they had successfully turned a piece of paneled wall art into a
hanging garden.
This episode was really fun to watch because it demonstrated the
importance of teamwork and decision making. There were times
when the person “tagging in” didn’t quite understand what to do,
and the project took a few steps back. Despite these hiccups, the
finished result was polished and creative.
This video and its special game of tag can offer some unique
business insights. Imagine tag-teaming any aspect of your
business in which all employees should be versed – maybe a sales
pitch or inventory management or something more crafty like
merchandising.
What would the result be?
Would your team be able to work together and reach the end?
Finish taking inventory? Close the sale? Where would the “steps
backward” be? And who would be likely to make them?
Or would your team be stuck in an endless circle of “re-doing” and
“un-doing” each other’s work?

VDTA•SDTA, CD Management assumes no liability
whatsoever for the content, claims or statements of the
advertising and news releases it publishes. Publisher
reserves the right to reject or edit advertising and/or
news releases inconsistent with the objectives of
VDTA•SDTA and CD Management.

Answering these questions will help you pinpoint gaps in your
team’s knowledge base. Working to close those gaps through
more training or knowledge sharing can help your team run more
smoothly and present a unified brand message to customers. It can
also help you assemble specialized “task groups” or “committees”
as you realize who would excel in certain situations.

Do you receive the monthly
VDTA•SDTA E-newsletters?

The power of teamwork is everything, and something independent
retailers can leverage to set themselves apart!

Call 800-367-5651 if you aren’t getting
your industry news by email. Stay
connected with your association!
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~Tonya Tienter, Managing Editor
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Have an idea or thoughts
about business?
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We love to have dealers send us their thoughts,
to put in the magazine.

Plus, our editor can put the polishing touches on it if needed.

Send to: tonya@vdta.com
Subject line: Guest Article

INTRODUCING THE NEW

TABLE & FLOOR SERIES
•

New DIMMABLE Feature!

•

New & Improved aluminium shade emits a 50% brighter light!

•

Aluminium shade with full length diffuser for better diffusion & shadow control.

•

Table clamp has been re-designed to be even less obtrusive,
& comes in a beautiful brushed steel finish for a sleek look & feel.

www.daylightcompany.com
SDTA NEWS July 2019 | SQE Retailer™
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Int’l Sewing
Month
This year’s theme:
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September is International Sewing Month
Start planning today to participate in 2019 International Sewing Month.
If you are a VDTA•SDTA dealer member, you can request a free sewing month kit,
which includes wall and window banners, signs, digital icons, & sales tags. This event is
also an excellent opportunity for you to attract new customers and reward current ones
with prize giveaways as part of the sponsored promotion. Request your kit today!
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Store Name: _____________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________________________________________
Email: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Fax to 515-282-4483 • Email to mail@vdta.com, or
Mail to VDTA•SDTA, 2724 2nd Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50313
First kit is FREE; Call 800-367-5651 for cost of additional kits
SDTA NEWS July 2019 | SQE Retailer™
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With
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your success
success comes
comes our
our success!
success!
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MEMBERSHIP - JOIN TODAY!

Visit vdta.com for more information.
VDTđDTA, 2724 2nd Ave. Des Moines, IA 50313
Call 800-367-5651 or f4ŏĆāĆġĂĉĂġąąĉăŏđŏ,,(5ŏ+*(%*!ŏ0ŏwww.vdta.com

Company Information
Name: _________________________________________ Title: _____________________________________
Company Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________ State/Province: _____________ Zip/Postal Code: ______________
Phone: _______________________________________ Fax: _______________________________________
E-mail: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Website: _________________________________________________________________________________
Number of stores? _________ Years in business: _________ Submit Copies of Business and Tax Certiﬁcate

Membership Category
Independent dealer enrollment:
Identiﬁed as any dealer whose principal business is
the sale of merchandise and services directly to the
consumer (end user).
International Independent Dealer: Identiﬁed as an
Independent dealer not located in the U.S. or Canada.
Miscellaneous Membership: Includes: Independent
consulting ﬁrms, advertising agencies and Independent
Sales reps.
Associate member: Identiﬁed as a wholesale
manufacturer/distributor/supplier. Businesses located
in the U.S. or International.

SEWING\QUILTING

FLOORCARE

Sewing Machines
Knitting Products
Quilting Machines
Longarm Machines
Embroidery Machines
Sewing Parts/Accessories
Notions
Fabrics-Fashion/Quilting
Sergers
Other:____________

If You Own 1 Store, Membership & Renewal
1 Year Membership ......................... $130
2 Year Membership ......................... $210

If you own 2 or more stores,
list all locations on separate
If You Own 2 or More Stores, Membership & Renewal paper to ensure all stores
receive info and mailings
1 Year Membership ......................... $150
2 Year Membership ....................... $230
đ Do you attend VDTđDTA conventions?
International Dealer Membership ............. $150 đ Do you have a repair department?
Miscellaneous Membership ........................ $150 đ Do you teach sewing or quilting
Sewing Educator Alliance Membership .... $60
lessons in your store?
Associate Membership................................ $725

Hand/Stick Vacuums
Central Vacuums
Stick/Broom Vacs
Water-based Vacs
Steam Cleaners
Janitorial Products
Stain Removers
Vacuum Parts/Accessories
Backpack Vacs
Upright Vacuums
Canister Vacuums
Air Fresheners
Air Puriﬁers
ers
Other:___________

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Payment Information

All payments must be made in U.S. funds
Check

MasterCard

Visa

Amount: $_______________

Cardholder Name (Print):_____________________________________________________________________
Card #:________________________________ (CCV#_____________) Exp Date:_______________________

Signature:_________________________________________________________________________________
Is this a one time membership payment?

Autopay (next membership payment due in 12 months)
This a one time payment, thank you.

SDTA NEWS July 2019 | SQE Retailer™
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2018 Dealer of the Year

Fill out the info
on page 9 and
send to VDTA

You could also
be selected for
Dealer of the Year
Diane and Ron Linhart,
Above and Beyond
Creative Sewing

2017 Dealer
of the Year

Prizes
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the Year

Ron and Marilyn Gatinella,
Close to Home

have received
previously:

Product and credit with
vendors, trips to dealer
meetings, a European
cruise, fine bottles of
wine, giftcards

and more!

VDTA•SDTA Dealer of The Month
Company Name______________________________

Phone___________________________________

Owner’s Name_______________________________

Web site____________________________________

Address__________________________________

E-mail address_______________________________

City, State, Zip_______________________________

Local Newspaper _____________________________

1. What year was your store established?
_________________________________________________
2. How many stores do you operate?
_________________________________________________
3. How many employees do you have?
_________________________________________________
4. What product lines do you carry?		
_________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
5. What services do you provide?
_________________________________________________
6. Is your business family run? How many generations?
_____________________________________
7. What is your age group:		
40 – under
41 – 50
51 – 60
61 plus
8. Check all equipment that your business carries:
Vacuum
Vacuum/Central Vacuum
Vacuum & Sewing
Janitorial
Sewing Machines
Quilt Shop with Sewing Machines
Longarm machines
Quilt Shop without Sewing Machines
Other _________________________________________
9. Do you have and maintain e-mail lists of your customers?
Yes
No
10. Do you have and maintain direct mail lists of your customers? Yes
No
11. Do you have a rental program for sewing machines? 		
Yes
No
12. Do you rent time on a longarm quilting machine to quilters to machine quilt?
Yes No
13. Do you offer sewing /quilting classes in your store?		
Yes
No
_____________________________________________________________________________________

On a separate sheet of paper or email (to mail@vdta.com) please answer the following
14. How often do you offer classes and what age group do you target?
15. Community projects you participate in or support.
16. Marketing plans you have done that draw people to your store.
17. Any awards received from a manufacturer or from your community.
18. What tips of success or advice do you have for other independent retailers in the industry?
19. Share a paragraph about the history of your business and how it has grown?
20. How often do you attend the VDTA•SDTA Annual Convention? IE: Every year, every 2 yrs, etc:
21. What makes your shop stand out in your community.
______________________________________________________________________________________
23. Are you a member of the VDTA•SDTA?
Yes
No
24. What year did you join? _______________________________________________________________
Fax to: 515-282-4483
Mail to: Dealer of the Month, VDTA•SDTA, 2724 2nd Ave, Des Moines, IA 50313.
E-mail to: mail@vdta.com.
You may also visit www.vdta.com, click on “Members,” and fill out the form online and submit.
You must be a current member of VDTA•SDTA to be selected as the Dealer of the Month.
SDTA NEWS July 2019 | SQE Retailer™
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VIEWPOINT

I

Name Your Bad Habits

f you want to perform better during high
pressure situations at work, then you should
learn to name your bad habits. This mindfulness
practice allows you to recognize behaviors that
may not serve you well.
For example, I know I’m a perfectionist. This can be
good in that I have a commitment to getting things
right and pay attention to detail. But sometimes,
perfectionism can move into obsessive territory
where it starts to produce diminishing returns,
threaten deadlines, and will likely annoy others.
Having the ability to recognize when that moment
happens allows you to adjust your behavior and
refocus on the task at hand. After all, in moments of
high pressure, we often default to certain behaviors
and not all of them are good.

“It’s done with a level of
humor and an acknowledgement that we all have the
potential to improve.”
Name Your Bad Habits Example
I’ve found it valuable to give a name or persona
to the bad habit. Let me introduce you to Bobby
Perfecto. He is what I call myself when I realize I’m
becoming a little too much of a perfectionist.
I’ll say, “Looks like a Bobby Perfecto moment,” or
“You’re getting a little Bobby Perfecto,” and I can
chill out and loosen my grip on my perfectionistic
tendencies.
The name is memorable and gives you a way
to acknowledge your shortcomings in a positive
manner. The problem isn’t perfectionism but
maintaining the right level of it.
Also Highlight Good Habits
You can create multiple personas and they don’t
just have to focus on your bad habits. They can
reflect positive traits.

Get It Done Gwendolyn refers to the moment when
I realize I need to focus and work quickly to meet a
deadline. Take Your Time Tony inspires me to slow
down and consider or enjoy something.

10

These nicknames can inspire future performances
by giving you the chance to make little adjustments
to your behavior.
Former NBA star, Robert Horry, is a great example
of using a persona in high pressure situations.
While Horry’s career 7-point scoring average may
not be that impressive, his ability to hit clutch
shots in high stakes games helped him be a part of
seven NBA championship teams. He consistently
performed extremely well during the playoffs. Horry
would refer to his playoff persona as Big Shot Bob.
Identifying these names can also be a powerful
team building activity. Make them fun and consider
some alliteration. It gives you the opportunity to put
a spotlight on a potentially negative situation in a
positive way. It’s done with a level of humor and an
acknowledgement that we all have the potential to
improve.
About the Author: Ken Okel
speaks to smart leaders and
associations who want to
unleash employee production,
performance, and profitability.
He introduces them to lessons
learned from his time in TV News,
Disaster Relief, and running a
Professional Ballet Company. He
wrote the book, Stuck on Yellow
and is the host of the 2 Minute
Takeaway Podcast. Ken’s weekly productivity tips
can be found at: www.KenOkel.com.

SDTA NEWS July 2019 | SQE Retailer™

THANK YOU MEMBERS

The following is a list of members who recently renewed their membership or joined VDTA•SDTA or SEA
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

MEMBER SINCE

Johnny Vac

Montreal, QC, Canada

Thorne Electric Co / Koblenz

San Antonio, TX

Plastiflex

DEALER MEMBERS
A and A Vacuum Mart
A-1 Sweeper World

Statesville, NC

Jan 2001

July 1989

MEMBER SINCE

Mobile, AL

March 2018

Brandon, FL

March 2018

A-1 Vacuum Sales & Service Inc La Crosse, WI

May 1992

Alexander’s Sewing & Vacuum Durham, NC
All Brand Vacuums of
Lake Norman

Jan 1986

Dec 1981

Denver, NC

July 2003

Ashby Sewing Machine Co

Kennesaw, GA

June 2011

Bay Vac and Pedal

Bay City, MI

Sept 2016

Barnes Sewing Center

Bill Lindsey’s Sweeper Mart
Bob’s Sewing & Vac Ctr

Brookfield Vacuum Cleaners
Cardy Vacuum

Central Vacuum Stores Inc
City Wide Vacuum
Classic Vacuum

Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Massillon, OH

Albuquerque, NM
Brookfield, WI

Ottawa, ON, Canada
St Petersburg, FL

Salt Lake City, UT
N Canton, OH

Coltrin Central Vacuum Systems Boise, ID
Crafty Corner

Worthington, MN

Dale’s Sales & Service

Greenville, SC

Fix-It Shop

Toledo, OH

Creekside Fabrics Quilts & Yarns Arcade, NY

Forx Vacuum

G T Sew & Vac Warehouse

Gall Sewing & Vacuum Ctrs
Heyde Sewing Machine Co
Ideal Central Vac

Kari’s Sew Unique

Nashua Sew & Vac

Northern TV & Vacuum
Northside Vacuums

Feb 1988

June 1999
July 1987

June 2013
July 2014

June 1987

Saint Louis, MO
Charlotte, VT

Turnpike Appliance Service

Bay Shore, NY

June 1989

Vacuflo of KY Inc

Louisville, KY

Transzest Corp / Vacuum Ctr
of NMB
Vac Shack Inc

Vacuum Cleaner Hospital

Valley Vacuum / Txley Inc

May 1983

North Myrtle Beach, SC

June 1995

Pompton Plains, NJ

June 1999
June 2011

Chapel Hill, NC
Burlington, WA

Yaple’s Vacuum & Sewing Ctr Erie, PA

Sept 1987
May 2019

March 1988

2019!
A New Set of Themed Pro ects
j

for Every Month

Dec 1982
Jan 2007

June 2000
July 2015

Nashua, NH

June 2014

Deland, FL

Oct 1986

Madison Heights, MI

July 2007
July 2012

Richmond Vacuum Systems LLC Richmond, VA

May 1988

S and Y Trading Corp

July 2004

Springfield, MO

April 2005

July 2015

Whitewater, WI

Sewing Machines Express

Daytona Beach, FL

June 1998

Grand Rapids, MI

Boca Raton, FL

The Sewing Garret Inc

June 2007

Bountiful, UT

June 2001

May 2007

San Diego, CA

Baltimore, MD

Swiss Boy Vacuum

June 1992

Grand Forks, ND

Rosie’s Calico Cupboard

Stadham Corp of Maryland

Feb 1986

Sept 2001

Colton, CA

June 2003

June 2017

Feb 1982

Lake City, FL

Pocono Sew & Vac / Jermain’s Stroudsburg, PA

Memphis, TN

South Portland Sewing Centre South Portland, ME

July 1995

June 2001

Conrad Co Vacuum & Janitorial Joliet, IL

Fabric Art Shop

July 2015

Shappley Sew & Vac

Jan 2010

May 2004

Request a Full 2019 Class
Offering Today by emailing
janet@hoopsisters.com
866.497.4068

SDTA NEWS July 2019 | SQE Retailer™

www.hoopsisters.com
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Isn’t That Special?

S

VIEWPOINT

o, you want to feel special? Don’t we all?

Now imagine your retail store sales floor.
A customer is in the store, and they are on a
rant. They are a high-dollar customer who has made
several purchases and always seemed happy. But they
aren’t happy now! The customer claims the machine
you sold them is a “piece of junk.” Unfortunately, it
was a top-of-the-line sewing and embroidery machine
with a price tag of over $15,000. And they just aren’t
happy with the performance of the machine.
They calm down as you go through the service record
on their machine with them. After seeing it’s been
in your Service Department a couple of times – and
knowing the “discriminating taste” of this customer
– and realizing she has purchased tens of thousands
of dollars in product from you over the years – you
make an “executive decision” to replace the machine
for her. She’s going to be elated over the replacement
machine and going
to, once again,
be giving others
positive feedback
about your store.

Would they begrudgingly replace the machine after
lecturing the customer about the trouble she’s
caused?
Or, would they work things out with the customer,
letting her know we don’t normally replace machines
but since she is a good customer with an admittedly
problematic product, the store wants to take good
care of her. YES, finally, the right answer!
What if you have a newer manager or just don’t have
the confidence to delegate these types of decisions?
There is nothing wrong with making any high-end
replacements your decision only. Just be available via
phone or text with your staff. Don’t let this high-end
customer go home mad.
To a certain extent, Retail is a very inexact science.
Every customer is different. Some owners and
managers make rules for the above types of situations
and stick to them no
matter what. Bravo
if you have too much
business and can
afford to send high
dollar customers
away. I believe the
right approach is to
be flexible and have
those rules in place, allowing a trusted manager or
yourself to make those tough calls and big-ticket
replacements.

“To a certain extent, Retail is
a very inexact science. Every
customer is different.”

Now let’s imagine
the other scenario.
The same customer
comes in, and you’ve been having a bad day. It seems
like every customer that comes in the door is needy.
If you replace the machine for the unhappy customer,
you are going to be sending the machine in to the
manufacturer, having to pay freight both ways, and
perhaps even get a bill for labor on the repair.

To top it all off, you will have a used machine that now
sells for $2,000 less than a new one. THAT’S NOT FAIR,
and you let the customer know that. She walks out
the door with her “lemon” in tow and you never see
her again. GOODBYE! You won. RIGHT? You may think
you are right in not replacing the machine, but in all
reality you lost. You not only lost tens of thousands in
potential future business with this customer, but also
the business of others if she is vocal about her bad
treatment at your store.
Hopefully, in realizing the lifetime value of the
customer (the amount of product they have already
purchased and the amount of product they may
purchase in the future), most of us would go with the
first scenario. But what if you were out of the store
and the same situation came up. What would your
manager do? Would they send the customer packing?
12

The key is to be flexible. Make the customer feel
special and keep that high-dollar customer shopping
at your store. A lot of people have trouble with my
“It’s retail and there are no concrete rules” philosophy
but……It’s retail and there are no concrete rules.
Treat every customer as a gift. Chances are that
customer has options on where to shop and they
chose you. Now, doesn’t that
make YOU feel special?
Till next time.
~Jim
Questions or comments
are welcome.
E-mail: jimbarnhardt@msn.com

SDTA NEWS July 2019 | SQE Retailer™

Jim Barnhardt

J & R Vacuum and Sewing
VDTA•SDTA Board Member

S

ulky® has partnered with MJ Kinman, renowned
quilt artist, to curate thread kits for each of her
12 Birthstone Series quilt-block patterns.

She continues:
“Sulky’s 40 weight rayon thread became my goto choice for machine quilting. I love the huge
array of colors, and its sheen just takes my breath
away. I love walking into my quilt studio to see
all that Sulky® eye candy on my thread rack! I
think this combination of color and sheen also
does one other thing for my quilts that surprised
me. The rayon has almost a chameleon-like effect
across subtle variations of hue. I can use a lovely
amber hue and it disappears nicely into fabric that
might be a few shades lighter or darker than the
actual thread. Such a joyful effect. And, of course,
because I change my thread with major changes of
color in my facets, there’s always a perfect thread
color to choose from.

MJ creates giant gem portraits using fabric, needle,
and thread. Her Birthstone Series include a pattern
for each month, created with foundation-piecing
techniques. Each pattern comes with iron-on
templates and a full-size pattern.
From MJ:
“When I first had the idea to make a quilt inspired
by the image of a faceted gem, I read books,
took classes, and finally cobbled together enough
information to make my first quilt in 1998. But the
roadblocks and frustrations didn’t end with that
first quilt. One of the things I really struggled with
was how to quilt them.
I didn’t like the way the single thread color
distracted from the overall flow of light across the
gem. If I used dark thread, the white facets looked
like little ants were marching across them. If I used
light thread, the dark facets looked blemished. I
wanted my quilting stitches to ‘disappear.’
Machine-quilting with Sulky® rayon
thread was my answer. I developed
a random, non-directional, nonrepresentational pattern that would
allow me to densely quilt my gems,
while helping them fade into the
surface of the quilt. I change my
thread in both the top and bobbin
to quilt facets of a different color.
It’s time-consuming, but the results
are worth it.”
MJ worked with Sulky® to curate
6-spool collections for each birthstone
that coordinate with Paintbrush
Studio fabrics perfectly and do
not interfere with the hue or value
of the multifaceted gems. Also
available is the Sulky® Complete
Thread Collection that contains the
thread spools needed to make all 12
Birthstones and a Slimline storage
container. Not only is the thread used
for quilting, but MJ uses it for the entire
construction process.

PRODUCT SHOWCASE

New Curated Sulky® Thread Kits for MJ
Kinman’s Birthstone
Series Quilt Blocks

Sulky® 40 weight rayon is strong enough to
use for piecing, too! And the final reason I love
quilting with it is that it works well with the tension
on my sewing machine. They play very well
together.”
Patterns for each block, fabric collections and allinclusive kits for each Birthstone can be found at
www.sulky.com.

BIRTHSTONES
Jan.

Feb.

March

May

June

July

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
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April

Aug.

Dec.
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

AccuQuilt Introduces New Limited Edition GO!®
Dies to Answer Popular Demand

A

ccuQuilt, a U.S. based company that
specializes in manufacturing fabric cutting
machines and dies, announced the release
of their new Limited Edition GO! Sea Life
Medley, GO! Emojis, and GO! Fork-Knife-Spoon dies for
their GO!® Fabric Cutters. Limited Edition dies will only
be available until the end of 2019 and will feature a
collectible teal-colored tray.
“Limited Edition dies allow us offer dies that are
on-trend,” said Lynn Gibney, Director of Product
Development. “This year, we are offering three
unique shapes, one of which supports the Row by Row
Experience 2019 theme.”
The GO! Sea Life Medley features four new appliqué
shapes—a crab, fish, starfish and seahorse—that
are charm pack-friendly and great for scrap busting.
The shapes can be used for fishing or beach-themed
projects and can easily fit a pieced project like Storm
at Sea blocks.

The GO! Emojis die is also charm pack-friendly and
includes a 5½” circle, sunglasses, heart, tongue, team,
mouth/smile, eyebrows, and smaller circles for eyes
to create a variety of emoji expressions. The die can
be used in many quilting projects and encourages
participation from the next generation of quilters,
sewers and crafters.
The GO! Fork-Knife-Spoon die includes larger than life
fork, knife and spoon appliqué shapes and coordinates
with the 2019 Row by Row Experience® theme of
“Taste the Experience.” The shapes are 2½” Jelly Roll
strips-friendly and simplify difficult-to-cut shapes.
All dies come with a project pattern, are compatible
with the GO! Me, GO!, and GO! Big fabric cutting
systems and have a FREE embroidery download with
three stitch choices. AccuQuilt appliqué dies can cut
through up to four layers of fabric with fusible web
already applied. For more information on AccuQuilt and
the latest product releases, visit accuquilt.com.

AccuQuilt Releases Party-worthy New GO!® Dies

A

ccuQuilt has announced the release of their
new GO! Summer Medley, GO! Halloween
Medley, and GO! Pennants dies for their
GO!® Fabric Cutters.

“We’re continuing to add more holiday and seasonal,
difficult-to-rotary-cut appliqué shapes to provide even
more options for our customers,” said Lynn Gibney,
Director of Product Development at AccuQuilt.
The GO! Summer Medley features five new appliqué
shapes – a bucket and bucket handle, sandal and
sandal strap, and shovel – that are 5” precut squarefriendly. Adding the GO! Summer Medley to the
collection means there is a die medley for every
season. The shapes are great for beach-themed and
work well with the newly released GO! Sea Life Medley
and GO! Emoji Limited Edition dies. Plus, quilters can
easily create garden-inspired projects by combining
them with any of the flower shapes.
The GO! Halloween Medley die is also 5” precut
square-friendly and includes a spider, ghost, and
witch’s hat. The die complements the other fallthemed appliqué shapes including the GO! Cat & Bat,
GO! Fall Medley, and GO! Pumpkins and the Block on
Board® GO! Spider Web-6” Finished die.
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The GO! Pennants die includes three popular,
standard-sized pennant styles – a triangle, swallowtail,
and rounded. The shapes are perfect for do-it-yourself
pennant projects but can also be used in piecing or
appliqué. The shapes are 10” precut square-friendly
and can be personalized using the GO! Carefree
Alphabet set dies, both uppercase and lowercase.
“Our GO! Pennants die is another project die that
works perfectly for every occasion,” said Gibney.
“Quilters, crafters and sewists alike will find so many
uses for these shapes.”
Both dies come with a project pattern, are compatible
with the GO! Me™, GO!®, and GO! Big® fabric cutters
and have a FREE embroidery download with three
stitch choices. AccuQuilt appliqué dies can cut through
up to four layers of fabric with fusible web already
applied.
About the Company: Headquartered in Omaha, NE, AccuQuilt
offers quilters, fabric crafters and retailers a premiere line of
fabric cutters, dies, quilting patterns and other quilt and fabric
cutting solutions that help quilters quickly and accurately
cut shapes for quilting and fabric crafts. AccuQuilt also offers
quilters a wide variety of rich educational resources to enhance
their quilting experiences. Cutting with AccuQuilt cutters is a
natural evolution of fabric cutting methods. “First scissors...then
rotary...finally...AccuQuilt” for fast, easy, accurate fabric cutting.
For more information, visit accuquilt.com or call 888.258.7913.
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Hot Hemmer & Hot Ruler

PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Clover Tool School:

with Steve Butler
Clover Needlecraft

The Hot Hemmer is 6” x 5” with a rounded corner
for pressing curves and a square cut-out corner for
measuring in and over at the same time.
The Hot Ruler is 10” x 2 1/2” and is designed for
completing longer hems in minimum time. If you’re
ironing hems for draperies, this is your tool.
WHAT IS IT? What do you and your customers do
when constructing any sewn project? Most likely, you
take large pieces of fabric and cut them into smaller
pieces – and then sew them back into large pieces
again. It’s all done with some creative vision in mind.
If your customers measure, mark, cut, pin, press,
and sew accurately, the result is something that is
pleasing. If they don’t… ah well, then not so much.
But there’s more to
consider. More effort and
more time required. To
put in a hem, you have
to make all of those
measurements and the
markings… then make all
of the folds… and then
put in all of the pins to
hold the folds. Next you
have to press around the
pins, then remove the
pins. It’s a lot of detail
work, and if your customers mess it up,
they are going to be disappointed. There’s
gotta’ be another way.
And there is. That’s where Clover’s Hot Hemmer and
Hot Ruler come in. Clover has a tandem of sewing tools
that lets you and your customers accurately measure,
mark, and press all at the same time and with one tool.
WHAT DOES IT DO? Clover’s Hot Hemmer and
Hot Ruler will revolutionize the way you do hems,
mitered corners, and pressed curves. They truly are
the “go to” tools. Both are made of a nylon-based fiber
board that does not retain heat when ironed on, so no
waiting for them to cool and no burned fingers.

The Hot Hemmer and Hot Ruler have many useful
applications. Here are a few.
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Measure, fold, and iron any hem in one
smooth motion. The Hot Ruler with its increased
length makes short work of long hems. Both tools
take all the guess work out of even, consistent
hems. No last minute surprises where hem lines do
not match up.
Pleats anyone? Yes, you can use it to measure,
fold, and press pleats as well.
Ever try to make a perfect 45° mitered
corner? No problem. Just measure to desired
depth at the desired point, fold your fabric along
the miter line, and press.
How about pressing a curve, say to make a
patch pocket? Again, no problem. Just gather
the fabric around the curved portion of the Hot
Hemmer and press. Remove excess fabric and
attach to the garment.
The Hot Hemmer’s corner cutout can be used
“lefty” or “righty” to measure trim lines or
seams.
It saves time.
And it’s perfect every time so no “do overs.”

HOW DO I SHARE IT? The Hot Hemmer and Hot Ruler
are best sellers. Both are tools that are truly intuitive
in their use. They can be incorporated in every class,
used at every retreat,
even featured as the
“Notion of the Month.”

Another feature of the fiber board: while it will not stick
to your fabric, it will not slide either. It merely stays
in place while you manipulate the fabric into place
for pressing. Best of all, both are loaded with useful
measuring and angle markings and cutouts.

The bottom line is: If your
customers use the Hot
Hemmer or Hot Ruler (or
even see them used),
they will want one or
both for their very own.
Years of development
have produced a truly
useful sewing tool. It’s
a “must have” tool for
every sewing studio.

Visit www.clover-usa.com to download free project sheets
SDTA NEWS July 2019 | SQE Retailer™
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VDTA/Epstein
Kristine Ashcroft, Jon Frato,
				

Donna Tscherne, Julie Barth,

				

Seanna Ault, Stephanie Davies,

						

Heather Hinds, Angel Herndon, 		

				

Liz Wilts, Adam Martin, 			

				

Amy Normandy, Aaron Herm,

YEAR

Anniversary

Cory Carr, Starr Herndon,Molly Murphy, Megan Greenawalt,
Andrew Neill, Nina Schur, Carolina Rodriguez, Jesse Dunn, Ian Proctor,
James Murphy, Megan McAdams, Ryan Barber, Jennifer Reichert,
Ryley Schultz, Ethan Miller, Emily Schehlein, Jocelyn Mullins,
Matthew McAdams, Alexandra Wile, Randi Jo Holloway, Anthony Brady,
Kaitlin Sobelman, Billy Dedich, Bradley Chippi, Megan Arnold, Brady
Yarborough, Faith Carpenter, Emilee Edman, Abigail Herring...
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Scholarship
2019 marks the 25th Anniversary of
the VDTA/Epstein College Scholarship

Support the youth
of our Industry,
Donate to the Scholarship fund
and make a difference!
The Scholarship Fund has awarded OVER
quarter of $1 MILLION in Scholarship money
to 41 students and counting!

Donate at VDTA.com or
call 800-367-5651 today
With YOUR donation, we can continue
making this scholarship possible!
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Scholarship is available
to students connected
to our dealer industry.
Pictured here are
all Scholarship
recipients since the
fund was established.
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What’s the Point?

W

hat’s the point? This is a great question to
ask just before you press the start button on
your embroidery machine. Even better, ask,
“What’s the point type, the blade size, and
the system?”
A needle’s system refers to its length, width of
the groove, distance from eye to tip, and other
technical characteristics. A needle made according
to specifications for embroidery is similar to a sewing
needle with some important differences.
Many embroiderers use a light ballpoint needle with
a size 75/11 blade in an embroidery system needle
most of the time. That’s because it’s a good all-around
needle, and friendly to a large variety of fabric types.
So why would anyone use a different needle for their
embroidery?

Automatic Threaders Love Long Eyes

Embroidery system needles typically have a larger eye
than a sewing needle with the same blade size. Certain
automated threading systems work best with an even
longer eye. The longer eye is particularly important for
multi-needle and single-needle cylinder arm models,
but it is also compatible and even beneficial for autothreading traditional table top models. Long-eye needles
with the designation EBBR are recommended by the
manufacturer for certain multi-needle machines with
sophisticated automatic threading systems.

Sharp or Ballpoint?

The ballpoint needle is recommended for embroidering knitted fabrics. This bolder
point is designed to spread the
yarn rather than cut it
as a sharp point would do.
Cutting the yarn would damage
the structural integrity of the
interlocking threads, causing
them to unravel during
laundering.
Ball Point Needles are designed to
slip between yarns in knitted fabric
rather than cutting them.

Sharp points have a slender point that
glides easily through woven fabrics.
Rather than adding more stabilizer,
quilters with puckered designs on quilt
blocks can usually cure their frustration
by simply switching to the proper point
type – a sharp.

Heavy Fabrics, Fine Threads

Blade size is often overlooked but
is another important part of needle
selection. Embroidering heavy fabrics
and seams can cause a light blade size
to deflect and possibly strike the needle
plate. Heavier threads also require a
larger blade size such as a size 85/13
or 90/14. Conversely, a smaller blade
size like a 65/9 with a
Using a needle
narrower groove more
with a blade
closely controls fine
that’s too light
thread weights such as
can cause
size 60 as they travel to
deflection.
the needle’s eye.

The Ultimate Selection

It’s easy to provide your
customers with the right
needle for any project
with the compact counter
display filled with Needles
by DIME. Each attractive
plastic cube contains 20
needles of one size and
point type. Stocked with
plenty of popular size
75/11 sharp and ballpoint
needles, the display
contains both sharp
and ballpoints in sizes
from 65/9 to 90/14.
The small footprint
self-contained display
holds a laminated
needle information
guide to assist your
staff in helping your
Top: Small footprint display
customers make the
contains both sharp and ballpoint
best selections.
needles from size 65/9 to 90/14.
Bottom: Each box contains twenty
All of the needles are
needles in a convenient rib pack.
chrome-plated longeye system, making
them fully compatible for multi-needle and single-needle
models. Reorder any combination of sizes and point
types that are right for your customers.

Request your free samples of our
long-eye embroidery needles by
e-mailing dealers@dzgns.com with
your store name and address.

Sharp needles have a slender point that makes a clean
penetration in woven fabrics.
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By: Deborah Jones, DIME

About the Author: Deborah Jones is a
2nd generation embroiderer whose background includes commercial embroidery
production management and operating a
retail embroidery business. She is Director
of Education and Consumable Products
Manager for DIME.
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Halloween Arrives Early at
Shannon Fabrics
Shannon Fabrics is offering Halloween-inspired Digital Cuddle® minky fabric prints!

T

hey’ve been requested by fabric shops
for some time now, but Shannon
Fabrics has officially introduced new
Digital Cuddle® Halloween prints —
just in time for the fall season! As part of the
Shannon Studio Digital Cuddle® collection,
these fabrics are great on their own or
combined with other non-seasonal solids and
other fabrics.
Shannon Fabrics has offered festive seasonal
fabrics for years, and these digitally printed
minky plush fabrics are perfect come
Halloween! Available in three prints (Monster
Mash, Boo Whoo, and Eye of Newt), these
fabrics feature a variety of spooky illustrations
like ghosts, bats, witches, spiderwebs, and
jack-o-lanterns overlaid on solid backgrounds.
They’re surprisingly versatile, and Shannon
Fabrics suggests creating cute Halloweenthemed minky fabric pillowcases for your
little trick-or-treaters or making a warm throw
blanket to cozy up on the couch and watch a scary movie.
“We are so excited about these super fun seasonal Halloween
prints,” states Sheryl Sapriel, Marketing Director at Shannon
Fabrics. “These have been highly requested, and we think they
are a great addition to our latest release!”
Shannon Fabrics featured this adorable Frankenstein quilt at
the 2019 Spring Quilt Market in Kansas City, MO, and it quickly
became a show favorite! The kit features a Frankenstein shape
taken from the featured print, enlarged then appliquéd. This fun
digitally printed fabric was then paired with their always-popular
Luxe Cuddle® and was backed with their classic Cuddle® 3.

About the Company: Shannon Fabrics, a wholesale fabric supplier, is the premier destination
for all types of plush fabrics. The company offers Cuddle® (minky) plush fabric, Luxe Cuddle®,
Embrace® (100% cotton double gauze), Terry Cloth, Faux Fur, Solid Silky Satin, and kits. In addition
to a licensing agreement with Hoffman California Fabrics, Robert Kaufman, Premier Prints, Sweet
Melody Designs and other industry leaders, the
company works with independent and in-house
designers to develop and create some of the best
fabric collections available in the industry. With its
signature “Cuddle®” collection, Shannon Fabrics, a
family owned business founded in 1995, has become
a household name and is always Making The World
a Softer Place™. For more information, visit
shannonfabrics.com!
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INTRODUCING THE NEW HUSQVARNA VIKING®

sewing and embroidery machine

THE BEST JUST GOT BETTER!
SVP Worldwide is again breaking new ground in the sewing world and bringing another one of many “firsts” to the
sewing machine industry with the launch of the HUSQVARNA VIKING® DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 sewing and embroidery
machine. Engineered and designed by the research and development team in Huskvarna, Sweden, this machine
leads in the industry with many world-class features. Plus, for the first time ever in the industry, customers can
choose their own custom color DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 machine when they preorder for a limited time!
The HUSQVARNA VIKING® DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 machine continues to lead the sewing and embroidery machine
industry with innovation and world-class features including:
NEW mySewnet™ Library
A Truly Smart Machine – The power of mySewnet™ is even better! Customers can continue
to enjoy the freedom of the mySewnet™ cloud with free storage, integration with their
mySewnet™ enabled machine, and PREMIER+™ 2 embroidery software. Now, they can
browse at their own pace through thousands of embroidery designs from the comfort of
their DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 screen via the optional mySewnet™ Library subscription.
NEW Ribbon Embroidery Attachment Capability
Industry First! – A true innovation for the home embroidery machine. With the motorized,
optional Ribbon Embroidery Attachment, the DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 sewing and embroidery
machine will guide and stitch down ribbon in embroidery mode in all directions. Adding
ribbon to embroidery designs has never been easier creating stunning, one-of-a-kind
embroideries! The DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 machine is the only one in its class that has the
unique Ribbon Embroidery Attachment capability.
NEW Design Placement through mySewMonitor™ App
Quick and Easy Design Placement - Design Placement is now easier than ever! Using a
smartphone, take a photo of a hooped project through the HUSQVARNA VIKING®
mySewMonitor™ app. The app communicates with the DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 machine for
perfect embroidery design placement faster than ever before.
NEW Adjustable Laser Sewing Guidance
Accuracy Accentuated – Project the Adjustable Laser Sewing Guidance line directly onto
fabric to easily line up stitches. Move the laser projected line guide left or right to easily
align lines of decorative stitches, consistently spaced lines of quilting, and more.
NEW Laser Pictogram Stitches
The Most Patented Stitch Techniques - Six exclusive stitch techniques including patented
stitch techniques. Customize any project with exclusive patented stitch techniques that
give a project dimensional elements that are effortless and irresistible: appliqué stitches,
pop-up stitches, sequin stitches,
theme stitches, yarn stitches, and
laser pictogram stitches.
Plus, many more best-in-class
and industry-leading features!
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Insight from the Work Bench

T

VIEWPOINT

Norm Himebaugh

Himebaugh’s Vacuum & Sewing Center

oday is my first day back to work after a
10-day vacation. I can’t remember my last
vacation, which is a shame. I used to take
3 vacations a year for many years when my
children were children! Now they’re young adults
and my how things change.
Right now your feelings about your own world of
free time just surfaced. Even if you suppress them,
thoughts of free time try to grab your attention.
I’ve said many times, we all fight the same fight.
Different variables of course, but the use of our
time is a constant battle. Even a two-day weekend
getaway will give your batteries a time to recharge.

“The saying ‘Time is Money’
is more relevant today than
ever before.”
I knew of people in different repair fields that would
gather their tickets on order of date and so forth;
I just never embraced one. With my new list on my
bench every day, I could gauge my progress and
know if I had the time to do a rush job or not. In a
short 4 week period, my shelves had empty spaces
on them and before I left, I think I only had about
7 machines to fix! That is the closest I’ve ever
gotten to 0.
Seeing my shelves with space was a little scary.
I realize now that my full shelves gave me a false
sense of security. It made me feel needed and
very busy and gave me the sense of future money
coming in. When shelves are empty and fear is
allowed to take hold (with feelings like: no security,
not feeling needed, and business is slow), you’re in
for a bad ride.

So if you’re exhausted and getting short with
customers, close your store for a week, it will still
be there when you get back. Put a sign on your door
saying “Closed for Vacation” and take a break. Your
body, soul, mind, and family will thank you! When
you return, raise your prices, clean your store, and
do a reset thinking about your life in your business.
It’s always good to step back for the “big picture”
view of your shop.
Since I started in 1977, I have never been caught
up on my repairs, not one day. There were times I
had a 70-machine backlog, and now that I’m smaller
it’s about 30. About a month before my vacation,
I asked Sally, who works with me, to compile a
complete list of every machine in my store. Being
that I’ve always let the ebb and flow of volume
dictate what I did, I had no system other than
responding to the loudest problem. Terrible system
by the way.

Instead I’m starting to see my completely empty
shelves in a new light and getting to a 3-day service
turn around. I have more time to focus on rebuilding
my store on a better foundation and a full-time tech
to help me when the volume increases. We all know
the phrase “Work smarter not harder,” but without
a good simple flow chart of first in-first out, I had no
chance of being smarter.
Another aspect I’m trying to focus on is time
wasters. How many phone calls a day do you receive
from telemarketing? How about people walking in
your door to sell you something? You may think it
rude to hang up on these people or simply tell that
solicitor you are busy so please leave ‒ but you
must. Find your own jargon or system to deal with
them, but end them quickly. Throughout the year it
adds up to huge time.
I believe we need to focus on protecting our time
as much as watching our bottom line profit. The
saying “Time is Money” is more relevant today than
ever before.
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If We Fail to Learn, We Fail to Grow
By: John Tschohl
“If you are not willing to learn no one
can help you. If you are determined to
learn no one can stop you.”
~ Zig Ziglar

I

believe that learning is the fundamental activity
in a successful and purposeful life. I have spent
much time and money since 1979 learning
about everything related to customer service.
The result has led me to position myself as the
leading service strategist and expert in the world.
I have been given endless opportunities to learn,
and I realize that the
more difficult the
situation, the more
likely I am to learn and
take that inevitable
leap to move ahead
with confidence.

Invest in your success.
In my book Moving Up, I constantly remind readers
that it’s about your life, it’s about succeeding in
whatever you choose to do. It can be anything
you can dream of. It’s about taking chances, being
proactive and ready. Great things are not going to
happen for you unless you believe it, see it in your
mind, and focus on that goal.
I take great pride in learning from some really great
people in my life. First is my mother. She passed
in 2003 at the age of 102. She gave me the selfconfidence and self-worth to reach my goals.

Mark Cuban is the
epitome of this
principle. In his early
20s, he bought a $99
computer and taught
himself how to program
by reading every
manual he could find.
The result? A thorough
understanding of the
technology he was
selling and the insight
to make it better.

Other influencing people I
have been blessed to share
time with include the late Paul
Meyer, leader of the Success
Motivation Institute. He taught
me how to set goals, use
visualization, affirmation, and
make money. He also gives
credit to his mother. He states
“My mother planted the belief
in me that the riches of all
creation belonged to me if
I wanted them and claimed
them.”
Vernon Hill is an American
businessman and the founder/
chairman of Metro Bank, a
UK retail bank with 66 stores
and assets $28.6b. He taught
me to never give up and to
do what others wouldn’t even
think of doing. And, he’s a good
friend.

Mark Cuban has the kind “Unless you try to do something
beyond what you have already
of wealth that every
startup and entrepreneur mastered, you will never grow.”
dreams of. He’s also
~Ralph Waldo Emerson
Also Minnesota congressman,
earned every cent of
the late Bill Frenzel, who was on
it himself. Listed on Wikipedia as an American
the House Ways and Means Committee. His gifts to
businessman, investor, film producer, author,
me were priceless. He showed me the benefits of
television personality, and philanthropist, the selfbeing a good listener and he was humble.
made mogul and star of Shark Tank founded his
first company at age 25. He is currently estimated
Learn from your mistakes.
to be worth in the region of $3+ billion. Driven and
determined, he knows what he wants and has the
The process of learning from our mistakes is truly
self-belief and ambition to make it happen.
invaluable and is something we need to run toward,
not run away from.

“Live as if you were to die tomorrow.
Learn as if you were to live forever.”
~ Mahatma Gandhi
22
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Every successful company has ups and downs, but
the good ones look at it differently than the ones
that choose to give up. Starbucks has experienced
its share of failures and setbacks. When the
economic downturn caused the coffeehouse
industry to implode, Starbucks was ill-equipped
to survive in a world where caffeine aficionados
could no longer afford to drop $5 on a cup of java.
Despite the odds, the brand managed to refine its
business model and adapt to changing economic
circumstances.
In a sense, every day you either grow or die
mentally. Learn about your company, learn about
your products, and learn about your customers.

“With learning comes self-fulfillment.”
~ John Tschohl

“Content
Marketing is
like a first date.
If you only talk
about yourself,
there won’t be
a second one.”
~ David Beebe

About the Author: John
Tschohl is a professional
speaker, trainer, and consultant.
He is the President and founder
of Service Quality Institute
(the global leader in customer
service) with operations in over
40 countries. John has written
several books on customer
service including Moving Up, A
step-by-step Guide to Creating
Your Success and has available the 13th edition of
AETCS. Both books are available on Amazon. John is
a self-made millionaire traveling and speaking more
than 50 times each year. He is considered to be
one of the foremost authorities on service strategy,
success, empowerment and customer service in
the world. John’s monthly strategic newsletter
is available online at no charge. He can also be
reached on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.

Are you
using your
VDTA Member
Benefits?
Log on to the Member’s
Portal to view details.

www.vdta.com
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Is Your Student Eligible for the
VDTA/EPSTEIN COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP?
PURPOSE:

HISTORY:

The purpose of the VDTA/Epstein College
Scholarship is to assist the youth of our industry
in attending college. The scholarship is
available for VDTA•SDTA dealer members,
their dependents (including grandchildren),
employees, & employee dependents. The
dealer member must be current and in good
standing with their VDTA•SDTA membership in
order for the student to apply for, receive, and
continue receiving scholarship payments.

The VDTA/Epstein Scholarship is funded through
donations. The VDTA/Epstein College Scholarship
Fund was founded in 1993 and named after
businessman Bernie Epstein of State Vacuum in
Tampa, Florida. Bernie was quite a philanthropist and
known for his community service, humanitarian ways,
and ongoing love of sports. Bernie was also very wellknown in our industry as caring and loving toward
others less fortunate. Over the years, he touched
many lives in Tampa and throughout the country.

CRITERIA:
Basic criteria for a scholarship recipient are:
•

Must have a minimum 2.5 GPA,

•

Attend college on a full time basis
(12 credit hours or more),

•

Be active in extra-curricular activities that focus on community,
humanitarianism, and/or sports.

Total scholarship dollars are determined by the student’s year in school at the time of the award.
Financial need is not used in determining scholarship recipients.

APPLICATION PROCESS:
Scholarship recipients first apply by
completing the VDTA/Epstein Scholarship
Application found online at VDTA.com or in SQE
Retailer™ and Floorcare-Central Vac Professional™
magazines. In addition to basic contact
information, the application instructs students
to submit certified school transcripts, a letter by
their referring VDTA•SDTA dealer member, and
additional reference letters from 3 individuals.
Students must also submit 2 essays (100-word
minimums, each): one essay asks students to
discuss their educational objectives and planned
future career; the other essay asks students to
describe their involvement in extra-curricular
activities that demonstrates a love of sports,
community involvement, humanitarianism,
AND/OR leadership ability.

THIRD-PARTY JUDGING:
After completing and signing the application,
acquiring reference letters and transcripts, and
writing the required essays, students mail all of
these materials to VDTA headquarters in Des Moines,
Iowa. VDTA staff are not involved in the scholarship
selection process. All scholarship materials are
forwarded to third party individuals qualified to
assess scholarship applications. The applications
are then scored and ranked by these third party
individuals to determine the scholarship recipient(s).

CONTRIBUTIONS & DONATIONS:
Scholarship donations, including individual money donations, are accepted year-round and at VDTA
special events. In 2019, the annual VDTA/Epstein Charity Night was held after the show floor closed at the
VDTA•SDTA Trade Show in Las Vegas. Attendees could choose to join the fun at a table, spin the wheel for
prizes, or simply cheer on their friends.
24
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2019 VDTA/Epstein
VDTA/Epstein Scholarship
Application
- Deadline:
October 1, 2018
2020
Scholarship
Application
- Deadline:
October 1, 2019
The VDTA/Epstein Scholarship is available through the VDTA•SDTA and is for VDTA•SDTA dealer members, their dependents
(including grandchildren), employees, and employee dependents. Dealer member must be current and in good standing with
their VDTA•SDTA
VDTA•SDTA membership in order for the student to apply for, receive, and continue to receive scholarship payments.

All info must be complete and you must provide the additional documents required. Completion of this application is for scholarship consideration only.

1. Personal Information
Last Name_________________________________________First _________________________________Middle Init.______
Permanent Address __________________________________________________________Zip ________________________
City __________________________________________State __________Phone Number______________________________
E-mail_______________________________________________Date of Birth ______/_______/_____ Sex:

Male

Female

2. Parent/Guardian Information
Name __________________________________________________ Phone Number __________________________________
Name _________________________________________________ Phone Number __________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Email ______________________________________________________________
3. Referred by VDTA•SDTA Dealer Member
Name ___________________________________ Company Name ________________________________________________
Relationship of applicant to dealer _______________________________________ Phone______________________________
Address ___________________________________________City, State _________________________ Zip ________________
4. VDTA•SDTA Dealer Letter
VDTA•SDTA Dealer Member: Write a letter stating why this applicant should be considered for the VDTA/Epstein Scholarship.
5. School Information
School Name _______________________________________________ School Phone ______________________________
School Address _________________________________________________________________________________________
Recommended by Teacher's Name _______________________________ Contact info_________________________________
School Counselor's Name:_______________________________________________
Year in school as of Jan. 2019

High School Senior

must be at least H.S. Senior

College Freshman

Cumulative GPA __________________

must be minimum of 2.5 on 4.0 scale

College Sophomore

College Junior

2020
6. Submit Most Current Certiﬁed School Transcripts with this Application.

7. Write an essay (100 word minimum) on a separate document addressing: a) any awards of honors you’ve received and
b) your educational objectives and how they will relate to your planned future career.
8. Write an essay (100-word minimum) on a separate document addressing: extra-curriculars in which you have been involved
that demonstrate 1 or more of the following: a) Love of Sports b) Community involvement 3. Humanitarianism 4. Leadership ability
9. Additional Letters of Reference. Obtain letters of reference from at least three (3) individuals (not related to applicant), attesting
to your activities which demonstrate one or more of the attributes listed above in ITEM 8. This could be from school counselors,
teachers, church leaders, other business owners, coaches, etc. Letters must be signed by the person who wrote it.
10. Terms of Scholarship: Scholarship recipient must be enrolled for at least 12 credit hours and maintain at least 12 credit
hours each year to be and remain eligible for current and future scholarship money. Scholarship money is paid only as long as
the recipient is an undergraduate student. Money is awarded in $2,500 increments per school year with a maximum paid of the
current scholarship amount.
11. Other information: Scholarship is funded by industry donations. It is expected that the
recipient of the Scholarship will accept the award in person at the VDTA•SDTA Convention.
Recipient’s travel, lodging and meal expenses will be provided. Not every student will receive
the entire amount of the scholarship: total scholarship dollars are determined by the student's
year in school at the time of the award. Financial need will not be used in determination.
My application is for: Academic year 2019/2020. I declare that to my knowledge,
the statements and information given in this application and any supporting
documentation submitted are true and accurate.

2020/2021

Applicant’s signature:___________________________________________________
Date: ______________________________________

Checklist:

Complete this application
Acquire Dealer Reference Letter
Acquire Certiﬁed School Transcript
Write essay about career objectives
Write essay about extra-curriculars
Acquire 3 letters of reference
(in addition to Dealer Letter)
Make sure letters of ref. are signed
Sign this application

Mail application & required documents postmarked by October 1, 2018
to: VDTA/Epstein Scholarship, 2724 2nd Ave., Des Moines, IA 50313 • Phone: 800-367-5651
2019
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Top Tips for Success in
Machine-Equipped Classrooms
By Kimberly Einmo

S

ponsoring classrooms at regional and national
quilt and sewing conventions is an effective
way to reach new customers and sell your
machine inventory. These events are excellent
opportunities to reach a new audience through
students in the market for a new machine or those
who have previously been loyal to another brand.
When I teach in classrooms equipped with Janome
machines, I see firsthand how much planning and
hard, physical work it takes to set-up a classroom of
machines. With all you invest in this type of venture,
you want the best return on your investment. I’d
like to share some top tips for successful selling in
this environment.

Advance preparation.

Several months prior to the event, contact the
instructor and inquire about the techniques she
or he will be teaching. Ask for a detailed list of all
the presser feet and size/type of needles required
for those methods.
When setting up the machines, maximize the
available table space, but don’t crowd. Leave room
between the machines for students to cut fabric or
work on their project. If machines are placed too
closely together, your potential customer won’t
feel comfortable at the machine, which defeats the
purpose.

Work with the
Education Office.

If possible, request an
instructor who sews on
your model or brand at
home. Offer to provide
her or him with a machine
to use for demoing
purposes in class. Students
will be excited if they see
the instructor sewing on it
or know they are loyal to
the brand of machine you
are selling.

26
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Don’t use cheap thread. I can’t stress this

enough. A supplier may wish to “gift” you with
thread to use in the top and/or bobbins, but cheap
thread won’t help you make the sale. If the thread
breaks easily or even worse, causes excessive lint
build-up, it won’t show off the machine’s exciting
features to their best advantage. I’ve seen more
than one sale lost because a student perceived the
problem as a faulty machine issue when in fact it
was caused by poor-quality thread.

The educator or classroom assistant
is your second most important asset.

Next to the machine itself, the educator or
someone from your staff is your best ambassador
to reach potential customers. Ensure they are
knowledgeable about the model of machine you
have in the classroom. They should always be
positive, encouraging, engaging, and enhance the
classroom experience; not detract or distract from
the instructor or the techniques being taught just to
make a sale.

The first ten minutes. Ask the instructor in

advance if you or the educator may take time at the
beginning of class to do a brief presentation so the
students will feel comfortable using the machine.
Highlight one or two of the machine’s newest
capabilities but don’t use this time to do a hard sell.

Ten minutes is sufficient to explain the basics and
best features, such as extra lighting or an automatic
needle threader. Remember, students have paid to
take a class from the instructor, not to hear a hardcore sales pitch.

Prior to the break. Once the students have

fallen in love with the features and ease of use,
work with the instructor to find time to share your
fantastic show pricing and offer an incentive such
as free shipping, which is always attractive to
students. Other fun incentives such as a special
fabric or thread bundle, or the ability for customers
to pick “two of their choice of extra presser feet,”
always help to seal the deal.

The end of each class.

Check the bobbins,
rethread or change the presser feet if necessary,
and remove any lint so the machines will look and
perform their best for the next group of students
entering the classroom. Remember, each class is
another opportunity to make a happy, satisfied
new customer. Make the most of it!

Kimberly Einmo is the National Spokesperson
for Janome-America, author, award-winning
quilter, fabric designer, international
instructor, and quilt judge.

www.kimberlyeinmo.com
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Award-Winning Quilter Shows
How to Make Stunning New York
Beauty Quilts Using One-Pin Method
By Linda J. Hahn & Deborah G. Stanley

N

ew York Beauty Quilts were introduced in the mid1800s when the textile industry boomed with new
fabrics, giving quilters the freedom to explore complex
patchwork designs. Since then, the energetic-looking
design—named after the Statue of Liberty’s crown—has evolved.
But the motif’s sharp points and technically challenging curved
seams have remained steadfast through the years. To this day, it
remains a beloved block and a topic of interesting quilt history.
Award-winning quilting teacher Linda Hahn is the author of a new
book on New York Beauty Quilts Electrified, which launched June
2019 right after a special sneak preview at Spring’s Quilt Market
in Kansas city. In this book, Hahn introduces her simple paperpiecing technique for clean, precise blocks every time. Her goal
is to take stress out of this timeless block and allow room for the
quilter’s creativity to blossom. Hahn’s no-stress secret to New
York Beauty blocks has a lot to do with her one-pin technique.
“Using this technique,” she says, “you can practically guarantee
a perfect block the first time you do it.”
Hahn has teamed up with quilter Deborah G. Stanley on this book. Stanley’s specialty is simple, easy-tocomplete sewing and quilting projects, especially lap quilts. This pair, self-described as “besties,” are
proud to share their time-tested technique and patterns with quilters everywhere. You can catch this
talented duo walking the show floors of a quilt show, teaching a course on New York Beauty blocks, or just
in the middle of a disagreement on how to set the room’s temperature as they work on their next quilting
projects together.
Details:
New York Beauty Quilts Electrified: 12 Fun, SkillBuilding Projects - Using Easy Foundation PaperPiecing Techniques to Electrify New York Beauty Blocks

Paperback: 96 pages
Publisher: Landauer Publishing LLC
Release: June 10, 2019
ISBN-13: 978-1947163157
SRP: $22.99

About the Author
Linda J. Hahn is a National Quilting Association (NQA) Certified Teacher and former NQA Teacher of the year. Her
bestselling quilting books have won multiple Independent Publishers Book Awards with Gold, Silver and Bronze
Medals. Linda was named “New Jersey All Star Quilter” by the State Quilt Guild of New Jersey, and has been nominated three times for Professional Quilter Magazine’s Teacher of the Year Award. Linda designs quilt patterns for
RJR fabrics and Clothworks, Inc., and markets her own quilt patterns under the name Frog Hollow Designs. She
actively lectures and presents workshops for shows and guilds throughout North America.
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Quilt Stores Looking Forward to Welcoming Travelling Customers

T

he 2019 Row by Row Experience® kicked off on June 21. This year’s theme
is delightfully delicious: “Taste the Experience.” The foodie theme is great
for capitalizing on each quilter’s unique “tastes” (pun intended), and
highlighting the local culture of quilt shops across the nation.

INDUSTRY NEWS

2019 Row by Row Kicks Off

The Row by Row Experience® began in 2011 with
20 participating quilt shops across the state of New
York. Since then, it has grown to encompass stores
across the U.S. and even internationally. For a quilter to
participate in the experience, they simple visit different participating
quilt shops and collect the unique row pattern offered by each shop. Quilters
might visit different shops in their local region, across their state, or in different
states as they travel or vacation through the
summer. With their collected row patterns,
quilters arrange the rows however they like to
create a totally unique, themed quilt. So even
though thousands of quilters will participate in the 2019 Row by Row
Experience®, no two quilts will be alike!
Quilt shops benefit because the “Taste the Experience”
row patterns are only offered to customers who walk
in the door. This gets shoppers in the store, looking at
all your great products, notions, and even machines.
The Row by Row Experience® is difference than a shop
hop because there are no fees or cards to stamp, but
similar in the spirit of welcoming travelling makers into
a new creative space. Participating shops can be found using the Store Finder at
www.rowbyrowexperience.com.
Quilters have until September 3, 2019 to collect the patterns offered by stores taking
part in the 2019 Row by Row Experience®, and then until October 31, 2019 to submit a
quilt for a prize.

For more information about the 2019 Row by Row Experience®,
visit www.rowbyrowexperience.com.

Taste the
Experience
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What is the Definition and Meaning
of Tacit Knowledge?

VIEWPOINT

By: Patricia Lotich, ThrivingSmallBusiness.com

T

acit knowledge is one of the most important
and valuable resources organizations have.
This unwritten knowledge base is often
overlooked and unappreciated. The definition
and meaning of tacit knowledge is:
“All of the collective know-how, techniques, processes,
and difficult-to-articulate expertise that is part of an
individual’s or organization’s knowledge base. It is
usually not written down anywhere and is part of a
collective knowledge pool that is often the basis for
the culture of the organization & how work gets done.”

“Tacit knowledge
can offer a
competitive
advantage because
competitors will
have a difficult
time replicating it.”

As organizations develop
and grow, they create
a history. This history is
written by the culture,
the employees, and the
day-to-day events that
define the organization.
It is those everyday
occurrences and pieces
of history that make up
tacit knowledge. This
knowledge is rooted into
the way an employee
thinks.

Employees can be taught job responsibilities in a
step-by-step process, but transferring the why or the
history behind tasks and responsibilities is often more
difficult. It gets into the unwritten rules or norms of
the organization.
Characteristics of tacit knowledge are those things
that employees learn over time but are difficult to
incorporate into a training or orientation program.

4 Tips to Managing Tacit Knowledge
1. Mentor New Employees
Assign a mentor to new employees. This can be part of
a new employee orientation process and the new hire
acclimation period. These seasoned employees can
help transfer that knowledge and develop relationships
that can capture new perspectives.
Understanding a new employee experience can also
provide important information on best practices for
orienting new people to the organization.
2. Focus on Employee Retention
Employee turnover is expensive. Work to create an
employee retention plan so you can keep your best
employees.
It is expensive to recruit, hire, and train new
employees, so the most cost-effective way is to retain
good employees, which can help sustain a strong tacit
knowledge base?
3. Provide Opportunities to Share
Provide employees with opportunities to share
experiences. This can be as informal as weekly
staff meetings or as formal as annual employee
events. The more employees share with each other
their experience and lessons learned, the more
an organization is able to capture this valuable
knowledge.
4. Document All Processes
Take the time to document all work processes and
systems with written policies and procedures. This
is extremely important because some seemingly
unimportant tasks may be significant to the customer
service experience.

An example of tacit knowledge might be: a customer
service representative may learn how to deal with
difficult customers by experiencing many interactions
over time. These experiences help the representative
know how to respond in certain situations. Customer
service training can help to a certain extent, but it
often takes experience and practice to learn successful
responses.

There are ways to automate this process, but it is
important to have very detailed and written process
steps for every job.

It is difficult to give every example in training, so
having a seasoned person mentor new employees can
help transfer that knowledge and experience to them.
Organizations with high employee turnover run the risk
of losing some of its established culture norms as well
as valuable tacit knowledge. And employees who walk
out the door after being with an organization for a long
time take with them some very valuable wisdom that
they learned along the way.

Tacit knowledge can offer a competitive advantage
because competitors will have a difficult time
replicating it. It makes up the inner workings of the
organization, how it thinks, how it responds, how it
does, how it gets along, how it cares – it is the culture.

Source: ThrivingSmallBusiness.com
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In a world where employees don’t experience the
same tenure as earlier generations, losing tacit
knowledge can have an impact on organizations that
are strong in culture and tradition.

Do you have a handle on your organization’s tacit
knowledge?

To view this article in its original format,
please visit www.thrivingsmallbusiness.com
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Three Ways to Botch Your Business Storytelling

T

he enjoyable art of storytelling is as old as the first
cave dwellers who built a campfire and started
talking about their lives. Our love for good stories
has only grown with the passing centuries and
especially with the wide-open portal of modern media.

fact is that you’re never going to be the hero, straight out
of the box. Not one of your customers – not one! – will
ever go breathless at the story of how your products and
services bravely overcame the competition, discovered
their inner power, and wound up trending on Twitter.

Yet, scanning the crop of business guidebooks on telling
stories for advertising and marketing, you’d be tempted
to think it’s some newfangled idea.

Sadly, you don’t get to be Luke Skywalker. But the good
news is you might get the part of Obi-Wan Kenobi. That’s
because there’s always a wise mentor in the Hero Story
who shows the hero the sure path to success.

Storytelling is a tool. Powerful for sure, but it’s just a tool.
And, like any tool, it needs to be cared for, learned, and
used with skill. A poorly told story can hurt your business
as much as a good story can help it.

Your customer is the hero. And if you’re wise, you can
serve the customer as a mentor. That’s the role you need
to cultivate.

Let’s cut to the chase – here are three storytelling
inspirations that are guaranteed to flop and help
you fail:

• Mistake #3: Turn your buzzwords into stories —
“Everyone needs to hear our catchphrase, tagline, and
mission statement!”

• Mistake #1: Focus on your fabulousness — You’ve
spent tons of time and money building your successful
business. Naturally, you expect everyone to care, to
admire you, and to want to spend time with you. Because
really, all you have to do is tell the dramatic story of your
success and the customers will come running.

No. While these things matter, they aren’t stories.
They’re the last line of the story. They’re the roadmap
that guides your business, but they don’t solve the
customer’s problems.

“A poorly told story can hurt
your business as much as
a good story can help it.”
Here’s the hard truth: Your customers and investors
don’t care nearly as much about you as they care about
themselves. Moral of the story: stop talking about
yourself and start talking about them.
Don’t worry if it’s hard – hey, it’s the hardest – and best –
lesson anyone in business has ever had to learn. For your
story to capture your customers’ hearts and minds, it
needs to be fashioned to resonate with their values.
The best marketing campaigns are always built by doing
the very hard work of learning about the customers’
aspirations. Do whatever it takes to learn about and
demonstrate your deep understanding of their pain, and
where they’re feeling held back. Then tell them how
you can ease their suffering and help them reach their
dreams. Only then, when they care, should you start
talking about your products and services.
• Mistake #2: Make yourself the hero — In 1949,
Joseph Campbell introduced the idea of the Hero’s
Journey, based on his study of mythology and literature.
The Hero’s Journey is the universal story of the hero who
embarks on a great adventure, defeats the forces of evil,
and returns transformed. Luke Skywalker and Wonder
Woman are excellent examples.
When you’re writing the story of your business, it can
be tempting to cast yourself as the hero. But this is a
mistake. Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but the sad

A great business story tells the customer how someone
faced a difficult challenge like theirs, and how your
products or services helped them. Great stories are
grounded in real-life experiences and filled with
people, places, challenges, and victories.
Microsoft’s mission statement is: “Empower every person
and every organization on the planet to achieve more.”
On the face of it, it’s almost meaningless. Yet Microsoft
was smart enough not to plaster its marketing
communications with corporate drivel. Instead, they
translated the statement into action, challenging their
communicators to get off their butts and do the hard
work of getting to know their customers’ real-life needs
and solving them.
Microsoft’s corporate mission statement was the back
story of its wildly popular 2019 Super Bowl ad for the
new Xbox Adaptive Controller. It told a beautiful story
of a bunch of wonderful kids who happened to have
disabilities, and how they could now join the world of
gamers as full participants because of the product. It was
a profound and memorable human story that brought
Microsoft’s mission beautifully to life.
Where are your stories?
About the Author: Mario Juarez is an
organizational consultant, coach, and
motivational speaker. He focuses on helping
organizations and individuals achieve
better business results through strategic
storytelling. An award-winning former
journalist, Mario led a series of innovative
communications initiatives at Microsoft
before founding his company, StoryCo,
which serves clients across a range of
industries.Visit www.mario-juarez.com.
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By: Mario Juarez
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Save on Dell Products NOW
with your VDTA•SDTA Membership

Y

our membership with our Association means a lot to us, and so we
want to give you the best value – and NEW, great benefits. In fact,
VDTA•SDTA has been working with NEW companies to offer NEW
discount programs to our members. One of the NEW benefits we
offer is with DELL Computers to save you money!
If you’re a member of the Vacuum & Sewing Dealers Trade Association,
you now have access to exclusive members-only discounts at DELL
Computers, dell.com. We know that purchasing computers, monitors,
hard drives, and other electronics does not come cheap. But it’s essential
to the day-to-day running of your business. Software programs and apps
are changing so rapidly these days, you also need the right computer
equipment to meet the changes head-on! We aim to help you keep costs
affordable and changing technologies integrable with the program through DELL.

Membership in VDTA•SDTA
means you are part of an
essential organization
that exists to educate
and promote independent
sewing & floorcare
dealers. A big way that
VDTA provides support for
dealers is through moneysaving discount programs
with our business partners.

VDTA•SDTA members enjoy savings of up to 40% on their purchase
of select Dell systems and Dell branded electronics and accessories.
Eligible Dell products include Latitude laptops, Optiplex desktops,
Inspiron and XPS laptops and desktops, PowerEdge Servers, and the
company’s award-winning, best-selling line of monitors.
And all those savings on electronics really do add up! By using
this benefit program, it is a step towards keeping more money in
your business, money that could be used for buying more product,
purchasing displays, whatever you choose!
VDTA•SDTA members can go to the Members Portal at
www.vdta.com, sign in, and gain access to these outstanding
programs. The Members Portal contains instructions on how to take
advantage of the Dell program, and don’t worry – it’s quick and easy.

If you’re not a member but would like to get these savings, we encourage you to JOIN VDTA•SDTA today.
A 1-year VDTA Membership gets you ACCESS to the DELL benefit and all the OTHER BENEFITS too,
including 75% savings on the annual VDTA•SDTA Show registration, our monthly trade magazines, free
marketing kits, and so much more. All this for less than $11 a month*. It truly does pay for itself!
*price refers to single-store dealership; price subject to change.

To join or renew your VDTA Membership, go to www.vdta.com, click on the Membership
tab, and select Join from the drop-down menu.

For more information or to sign up over
the phone, call 800-367-5651
to speak to a friendly staff member!

By Joe Burklund,
Membership Director
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Save up to 40% on Select Dell Branded Products!

Save up to 40% on Selec
Save up to 40% on Selec

Vacuum and Sewing Dealers Trade Association (VDTA•SDTA)
can now save on World Class Technology with Dell!

REFRESH YOUR
SMALL BUSINESS

Save an Extra 2% on Personal Laptops and Desktops
Save an Extra 5% on Dell Business Class Hardware
Save an Extra 5% on Dell Electronics and Accessories
Savings apply towards Best Pricing on Dell.com

Vacuum
and Sewing
Dealers Tr
Become
a Member
today and see
Vacuum
Dealers
our
full beneets
atSewing
www.vdta.com
canand
now
save on
WorldTr
C
orcan
call 1-800-757-8442
now save on World Cl
(Member ID 530002702793)
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It’s Summer — Time For Embrace®
Double Gauze Cotton!
Embrace® double gauze cotton from Shannon Fabrics is ideal for summer sewing projects.

W

ith summer comes warmer
temperatures and longer days, so
it’s the ideal the time of the year for
lighter, more breathable fabrics.

Enter Embrace® double gauze cotton —
it’s lightweight, easy breezy, comfy cozy, and
perfect for summer
sewing. Created by
industry-leader Shannon
Fabrics, Embrace® is
perfect for summerfriendly sewing projects
like swaddle blankets,
apparel, baby products,
accessories, bibs, pajama
pants, robes, kimonos,
sleepwear, beach
coverups, and more.
Embrace® is made from
two layers of gauze, an
inherently light fabric with an open weave, that are
basted together every inch. This forms a subtle grid
over the fabric and allows the layers to act as one.
Embrace® is prewashed for extra softness from first
touch, and its breathable and natural construction
becomes even softer with every wash.
This irresistible fabric is offered in yardage (in
solids, prints, and even metallics) and there are
also convenient kits for making self-binding baby
blankets, strip quilts, swaddle blankets, and loveys.

34

Many of the kits also
contain the alwayspopular Cuddle®
minky from Shannon
Fabrics, too. Shops
can participate
in the Shannon
Fabrics finished quilt
program, where
they can purchase a
finished sample for
display if they buy
a certain number
of the same kit.
Other shop support
includes trunk shows
with samples that feature Embrace®, classes on
how to sew with Embrace®, and more.
“Embrace® is ideal for shops in the summer
months to help promote sales,” states Sheryl
Sapriel, Marketing
Director at Shannon
Fabrics. “We have
our Sweet Selection
package that includes
our best-selling solids
and prints in smaller
bolts and comes with
a no-risk money back
guarantee. There
are three assortment
package options,
flyers, free patterns,
and a free display
blanket too!”
As with almost all their fabrics, Shannon Fabrics
offers free downloadable tips sheets on how to
work specifically with Embrace® double gauze
— perfect for printing out and displaying in
shops. Also, Shannon Fabrics has created free
downloadable patterns for this beautiful fabric, such
as accessories, blankets, and more. These resources
can be found on their website, or call one of the
friendly customer service representatives for more
information.

Visit Shannonfabrics.com
for more details
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Recognizing Our

Associate Members

A & E GÜTERMANN
A E CARTER DISTRIBUTING
AIRFLOW SYSTEMS
ALUTRON MODULES LTD
AMETEK FLOOR CARE & SPECIALTY MOTORS
AMERICAN & EFIRD
APC FILTRATION INC
ARROW COMPANIES LLC
AVNAN ELECTRO INC
BABY LOCK USA
BERNINA OF AMERICA
BISSELL HOMECARE INC
BLOC LOC RULERS
BRANOFILTER GMBH
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CANADA
CANAVAC SYSTEMS
CANPLAS INDUSTRIES LTD
CLOVER NEEDLECRAFT INC
COATS & CLARK INC
CWP TECHNOLOGIES
CYCLOVAC - TROVAC INDUSTRIES LTD
DAYLIGHT COMPANY
DESCO VACUUM CLEANER SUPPLY
DIYSTYLE®
DOMEL
DULWICH HILL SEWING CENTRE
DYSON INC
ELECTRO MOTOR LLC
ELNA INC
ENVIROCARE TECHNOLOGIES LLC
ESSCO
EURO-NOTIONS INC
FAMORE CUTLERY / SPECIALTY PRODUCT SALES
FERD SCHMETZ NEEDLE CORP
FLEXAUST-TUEC
FLOOR CARE EQUIPMENT LTD / SEBO CANADA
GAMMILL INC
GRAND RIVER RUBBER & PLASTIC
GROZ-BECKERT
HIDE-A-HOSE INC
HOME CARE PRODUCTS LLC / DVC ZHAO
HUI FILTER
HOOVER VACUUMS
HORN OF AMERICA INC
HOST / RACINE INDUSTRIES
H-P PRODUCTS INC
36

HUSQVARNA VIKING SEWING MACHINES
IROBOT CORPORATION
JANOME AMERICA
JINHUA CHUNGUANG TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
JKL GLOBAL SALES INC
JOHNNY VAC
KIRBY COMPANY
KOALA
LINDHAUS USA
LINDSAY MANUFACTURING
MAC PLASTICS MFG INC
M D MANUFACTURING INC
MIELE INC
MODA FABRIC
MYRATON INDUSTRIES
NUERA AIR / DUO VAC
ORECK VACUUMS
PACVAC PTY LTD
PFAFF SEWING MACHINES
PLASTIFLEX GROUP NORTH CAROLINA
PRO-LINE DISTRIBUTING
QUALTEX GLOBAL LTD
REXAIR LLC
RICCAR
RNK DISTRIBUTING
ROYAL
SEBO AMERICA
SEW STEADY
SHARKNINJA
SIMPLICITY
SINGER SEWING COMPANY
STEEL CITY VACUUM CO INC
SUZHOU MINGKANG FILTER CO LTD
SVP WORLDWIDE
SYNCHRONY FINANCIAL
TACONY CORPORATION
TACONY HOME FLOORCARE
THORNE ELECTRIC CO
TRANSNATIONAL
TRI-TECHNICAL SYSTEMS INC
TTI FLOOR CARE NORTH AMERICA
UNITED NOTIONS
USITT
VAC PRO’S
VACUMAID CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS
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2020 Hall of Fame

DEADLINE: OCTOBER 1, 2019
Floor Care: Independent Dealer
Floor Care: Mfg./Dist./Sply./Field Sales

Sewing: Independent Dealer
Sewing: Mfg./Dist./Sply./Field Sales

(Please check only one category)
Completion of this application is to be done by the nominator only.
Nominees are not guaranteed to be inducted. It is encouraged and allowed to re-apply.
Submit high-res color photograph of nominee if available.

CRITERIA FOR HALL OF FAME
1. Nominee must be a current member of VDTA•SDTA if in business or a past member if retired or deceased.
2. Nominee must have a minimum of 20 years in the industry.
3. Nominee must have made considerable contributions to the industry.
4.	Nominee must have been involved with the association in ways to help others in the industry, ie: taught
classes at the shows, association member, helping others with marketing ideas and customer service ideas, etc.
5. Nominee must have been involved within his or her community.
6.	Nominee must have made a difference in someone’s life associated with the industry and/or their community.
7.	Nominee must have worked toward maintaining a positive public image of the independent vacuum and
sewing dealer.
8. Include letters from at least three (3) people attesting to nominee’s qualifications for induction.
		 Letters can be from community leaders, other dealers, manufacturers and their representatives, etc.

1. Nominee’s Last Name:___________________________First Name:____________ Middle Ini.______
2. Company:__________________________________________________________________________
3. Address:___________________________________________________________________________
4. Phone:___________________________________E-mail:_____________________________________
5. Date of Birth:_____________________________Date of Death (if applicable):___________________
6. Place of Birth:_______________________________________________________________________
7. Nominee’s local/hometown newspaper:__________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:______________________________________________________________________
8. Nominator’s Name:___________________________________________________________________
Company Name:_____________________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:______________________________________________________________________
Phone:___________________________________E-mail:_____________________________________
Relation to nominee (if any):___________________________________________________________
9.	Nominator: Write on a separate piece of paper or Word document in 100 words or less why you
believe this individual should be considered for the 2020 Hall of Fame.
10.	Nominator: Write on a separate piece of paper or Word document in 100 words or less a brief
biography of the nominee including a list of accomplishments, awards, titles (“pioneer,” “teacher”) etc.

Send all required documentation postmarked by October 1, 2019 to:
VDTA•SDTA Hall of Fame Selection Committee, 2724 2nd Ave., Des Moines, IA 50313
Call 800-367-5651 with any questions.
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20 Year

Classified Ads
MERCHANDISE FOR SALE:

Looking for Dealers. Namco’s Newest Floor
Machine, Namco FloorWash. Light-weight, easy
to use. Does all types of floor surfaces.
www.floorwash.com/en-us. (3-6)

BUSINESS FOR SALE:

Owner of thriving store retired after 35 years
due to health. Store contents consisting of
most name brands, large inventory.
Bargain price. Call Gerald 865-6790311 for info!

HELP WANTED:

TOPS VACUUM & SEWING. HIRING FOR ALL POSITIONS!
Longarm Installer: Experience with HandiQuilter a must
Sewing Mechanic: Experience necessary
(Brother / Baby Lock)
Vacuum Sales/Service: Simplicity / Miele / Oreck
Web Developer/Unique Content Writer: Any web experience?
Telephone Customer Service (vacuums)
Good At Your Craft? - Relocate To Florida! Top wages paid
on all positions. Email resume to Greg Bank, Owner gregoryabank@gmail.com.

ATTENTION SEWING
EDUCATORS:

Are you tired of being on the road
teaching the same class over and
over again? Do you want to have
fun and make money? Do you love
seeing your student’s eyes light up?
I am looking for an experienced,
passionate, fun Education
Coordinator/teacher who wants to
spend her days sharing knowledge
with our eager customers in a bright
and spacious classroom. You will
be responsible for choosing the
curriculum and overseeing more
teachers as needed. Excellent
pay and benefits. Contact me at
Howard@StonyBrookSewandVac.com
or call 609-356-6111.

Hertz. We’re here to get you there.
VDTA • SDTA members—make your travel more rewarding.
Save up to 25% off a rental’s base rate* all year using VDTA’s CDP#. Call
800.654.2200 and mention your CDP#, or visit your member portal at
www.vdta.com online to book.
*Taxes and fees excluded. Terms apply.

Members can also save more with Office Depot / OfficeMax!
Login to your member benefit page to learn more.

To access this benefit and for more information, login and visit your
member page online at www.vdta.com
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Re-Inventing

®

e-Inventing It’s Products
e-Inventing It’s Events
e-Inventing It’s Educators
e-Inventing It’s Dealer Programs

The Industry Leader you can depend on for your future.
www.RNK-Embellish.com

www.RNK-Floriani.com

www.rnk-cosplay.com

Call RNK Toll Free at 877-331-0034 to be a part of the Next 15 Years!
www.RNKDistributing.com

